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Configurable RS232C or RS485 serial interface

Configurable Analog output voltage linearly scaled as a function of detected range. 

Configurable Operating Modes: 807, 809, or MS1000

External Synchronization

Optional Auxiliary serial output for vehicle control (when operating in MS1000 mode)
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2 Introduction

2.1 General Description

ALTCONFIG is a utility for the configuration of various default operating parameters of the Kongsberg 
Mesotech (KM) Model 1007D and 1107 Altimeters. ALTCONFIG is ideal for those deploying their 
altimeter as a fixed-range standalone instrument who occasionally require modifications to some of its 
default operating characteristics, such as:

Operating Mode (807, 809, or MS1000)
minimum and maximum range
range resolution and window size
assumed sound velocity
analog output scaling (if available)
serial interface type (RS232C or RS485)

The collection of these parameters comprise a configuration which is stored in the altimeter's internal 
non-volatile memory, and read on power-up during its internal initialization sequence.

ALTCONFIG works with 1007D and 1107 altimeters equipped with an RS485/RS232C serial 
interface with the reconfiguration feature enabled.

2.2 Altimeter Description

Altimeters are small, rugged, light-weight instruments for deep ocean applications such as altitude 
monitoring, positioning, berthing, and water depth estimation. Several configurations and options are 
available, including:

User reconfiguration is only supported on altimeters with both a serial interface and the 
reconfiguration feature enabled. Contact KM for details.

The following parameters are either configurable defaults and/or settings that can be programmed on-
the-fly using a host computer, depending on the operating mode:

operating mode
minimum, maximum range
range window and resolution
assumed sound velocity
transmit pulse width
level detection threshold
analog output scaling
auxiliary serial output parameters (RS232/485, baud rate, etc).

The standard altimeter operates at an acoustic frequency of 200kHz. Contact KM for other
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frequencies. Refer to the Altimeter Specifications Sheet and Operators Manual for more information.

Operating Modes

807 mode

All parameters in the altimeter are fixed (e.g. range, resolution, window, etc.) during operation, 
therefore cannot be changed on-the-fly via serial commands. This mode is typically used with 
altimeters with the analog output option in applications that only require the altimeter to output altitude 
measurements in analog (voltage) form as a standalone instrument.

809 mode

A standalone mode backward-compatible with the KM Model 809 Programmable Digital Echo Sounder 
outputting data via serial interface (RS232 or RS485) to a host computer or data logger. Normally used 
in applications with a PC host used as a terminal emulator or running a custom, application-specific 
software. On-the-fly programmable parameters (e.g. range, resolution, window, etc.) via serial 
commands from a host computer.

MS1000 mode

For connection via serial interface (RS232 or RS485) to a host computer running the KM
MS1000 software application. This is a slave-oriented mode i.e. every ping is initiated by the host 
computer. Provides the ultimate in control and flexibility.

2.3 Theory of Operation

ALTCONFIG works by overriding the current/default operating mode of the target altimeter by issuing 
commands via serial interface using KM's proprietary protocol.

Configuration data is then read directly from the non-volatile memory inside the altimeter and displayed 
in an "Altimeter Configuration" dialog box in a summarized form. Some of the configuration settings can 
then be user-modified in the dialog box, or the entire configuration can be replaced entirely by any one 
of the configuration files included with this utility.

The new and/or modified settings can then be downloaded to update the altimeter's internal non-volatile 
memory. The altimeter is then automatically reset (via command) and the configuration data is reread 
and logged to a text file for diagnostic purposes.

The reconfigured altimeter is then ready to use, requiring only that altimeter be powered off prior to first 
use.
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3 Installation

3.1 System Requirements

ALTCONFIG requires a PC with an available COM port and running Windows. Preferably, the same 
PC used with the altimeter if using a digital serial interface.

Altimeters can only be reconfigured if they have a digital serial interface (RS232 or RS485) and have 
the user reconfiguration feature enabled. Therefore, analog-output altimeters cannot be reconfigured. 
Contact KM regarding user reconfigurability.

3.2 Installation

No special installation procedure of ALTCONFIG is required. Simply copy all the files in the
ALTCONFIG software package to a dedicated directory (e.g. "c:\altconfig") in the host PC. A shortcut
to "altconfig.exe" should then be created on the desktop for convenience.

ALTCONFIG supports only single head operation per COM port. Disconnect all other devices
connected to the same COM port as the altimeter of interest.
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4 Usage

4.1 Configuration Sequence

Altimeter reconfiguration is a two-part procedure. Before commencing, make sure there are no other 
PC applications currently running that require access to serial ports (e.g. MS1000, HyperTerminal, 
WinFax, etc).

Initialization

1. Start ALTCONFIG.

2. Select "Initialize...Port" and specify the serial (COM) port used to connect the PC to the targeted
altimeter. This needs to be done only once each time ALTCONFIG is started, or if another serial
port needs to selected.

3. With the altimeter turned OFF, select "Initialize...Altimeter". An mode-overriding serial transmission
sequence will be continuously issued to the altimeter while a "Altimeter Initialization" pop-up box
will be displayed. Do not click on the "OK" button yet.

4. Turn ON the altimeter, then wait approximately 5 seconds after power is applied.

5. Click on the "OK" button in the "Altimeter Initialization" pop-up box to terminate transmission. The
altimeter should now be ready for configuration operations.

Configuration

1. Select "Configure...Altimeter" to establish communications with the altimeter and read the current
configuration parameters from the altimeter's non-volatile memory. The main display area displays
the messaging sequence involved. If successful, an "Altimeter Configuration" dialog box will be
displayed, summarizing the configuration information read from the altimeter. The configuration
read is also saved in the text report file "altimeter.rep" for diagnostic reference.

2. Edit the parameters as required for 809 or MS1000 mode, OR select/load a new configuration file
by clicking on the "Load from File" button.

3. Click on the "Write to Head" button to write the configuration information to the altimeter's non-
volatile memory, reset the altimeter, and read back the configuration information. The main display
logs the messaging sequence involved, which can be saved later in a ".ACL" text file.
Configuration information is logged to a text report file "altimeterw.rep" for diagnostic purposes.

4. The configuration information is then read back to update both the "Altimeter Configuration" dialog
box and the text report file "altimeter.rep" for diagnostic comparison with "altimeterw.rep".

5. Turn OFF altimeter power. The altimeter is now ready to use with the new configuration.

4.2 Altimeter Configuration

The "Altimeter Configuration" pop-up dialog box summarizes the configuration parameters read from
the altimeter, along with controls and adjustments to allow the user to modify them. This dialog box
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consists of three parameter sections and a set of operations buttons, as shown in the following
example:

This dialog box is first updated when configuration data is first read from the altimeter i.e. when it is
first opened, when a new configuration file is loaded, and after a read-back of configuration data just
written to the altimeter.

Basic Settings

These are adjustable settings that common to all altimeter modes:

Altimeter Mode
The basic operating mode (807, 809, or MS1000)

Max Range Analog Output Voltage
Analog output in millivolts corresponding to maximum range (0...10240mV). Applicable only to
altimeters with analog output option. Typical value is 10000.

Over-Range Analog Output Voltage
Analog output in millivolts if an acoustic return is not detected (0...10240mV). Applicable only to
altimeters with analog output option. Typical value is 10240.

808/809 Telemetry Mode
809 mode default serial interface type (RS232, RS485). Typical value is RS232, but this depend
on your cabling, and interfacing requirements.

Initial Profile Min Threshold
Acoustic return level detection threshold (0..255). Typical values are in the 26...51 range (10...20%
of full scale).

807 Parameters
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These are parameters specific to 807 mode only, summarized from a number of settings not displayed
or accessible in this dialog box and cannot be modified.

Resolution
Range resolution in millimeters.

Min Range
Minimum measured range in meters. This is set to start after the end of the transmit pulse plus
post-pulse transducer ringing.

Max Range
Maximum measured range in meters.

Range Window
Maximum allowed difference between range readings. Used to filter out large range changes due
to noise or interference.

Transmit Pulse
Transmit pulse length in microseconds.

Assumed Velocity of Sound
Velocity of sound used to estimate range in meters per second.

File

Displays the configuration file name and specifications banner stored in it and cannot be modified. Not
applicable to configuration data read from the altimeter.

Buttons

Load from File
Reads and displays configuration information from a user-selected configuration file.

Save to File
Saves the currently displayed configuration information to a user-selected configuration file.

Write to Head
Writes the displayed configuration information to the altimeter's non-volatile memory and
generates a text report file "altimeterw.rep". ALTCONFIG then resets the altimeter and reads back
the configuration information, updates the displayed parameters, and updates the file
"altimeter.rep" for diagnostic comparison with "altimeterw.rep". The main display area logs the
messaging sequence involved, which can be saved later in a ".ACL" text file.

Close
Closes the "Altimeter Configuration" dialog box.

4.3 Configuration Files

ALTCONFIG includes several ".CFG" text files which represent several configurations covering most of 
the typical altimeter applications. These configurations can be split into two major classes:  fixed-range 
operation and programmable operation. The ".CFG" files are by default stored in the same directory as 
ALTCONFIG, along with "README.TXT", which summarizes their attributes.
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Configuration files are used in a manner similar to Windows ".INI" files with many interdependent
parameters and therefore must *NOT* be modified in any way! Consult KM for any specific
configuration requirements.

4.4 Troubleshooting

Altimeter reconfiguration should be relatively error free if it has been correctly installed and the 
Configuration Sequence is correctly followed. For correct operation, ensure that the following 
prerequisites are met:

ALTCONFIG is correctly installed in a PC meeting all System Requirements.

ALTCONFIG supports only altimeters with serial interfaces. Analog-only altimeters and other 
devices such as 1071 digital heads are not supported.

ALTCONFIG only supports re-configuration of altimeters that have reconfiguration features 
enabled. Altimeters without this feature cannot be reconfigured. Contact KM for details.

ALTCONFIG supports only single head operation per COM port. Disconnect all other devices 
connected to the same COM port as the altimeter to be configured.

Verify that the unit provides a digital serial interface and that the mating cable is correctly wired for 
the altimeter. Altimeters with an analog-only output are not supported by ALTCONFIG.

If an error message is logged on the main display area, for example:

"Head timeout:  CommID=..."
"Altimeter configuration mismatch..."

or if the "Altimeter Configuration" dialog box fails to display, then try the following suggestions before
retrying Configuration Sequence:

Close all other PC applications requiring serial (COM) port access, such as HyperTerminal, WinFax, 
MS1000, etc.

Check all connections/cabling between the host PC, altimeter, and your power source. Verify the 
COM port selected in ALTCONFIG corresponds to the COM port used for connection to the 
altimeter.

Verify power is being supplied to the altimeter within the specified voltage range and current 
handling capacity. Refer to the relevant altimeter Specifications Sheet for details.

Confirm the PC's COM port operation by either connecting to a known working serial port 
peripheral (such as a mouse) or by a serial loopback test. Alternatively, try another COM port if 
available.

If using a  Model MS1000 Power Supply/Interface Box, verify the front panel POWER indicator is lit 
when power is turned ON. Confirm the front panel Tx and Rx indicators momentarily flash after 
"Configure...Altimeter" is selected, indicating serial communications with the altimeter.

In the case of a configuration mismatch error, compare the log files "altimeterw.rep" (configuration 
information written to altimeter) and "altimeter.rep" (configuration information read back) to see if 
there are any differences. Patterns in the mismatch may aid in the diagnosis.
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Contact KM if further assistance is required.
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5 Reference

5.1 File Menu

Clear Log
Clears the main display area, which lists the messages issued to the altimeter.

Save Log
Saves the current contents of the main display area to the current text log file for diagnostic purposes.
By default, the current log file is initially "untitled.acl".

Save Log As
Saves the current contents of the main display to a text log file other than the current log file.

Exit
Terminates the ALTCONFIG application.

5.2 View Menu

Status Bar
Enables or disables the status bar immediately below the main display area.

5.3 Initialize Menu

Port
Selects the serial (COM) port connected to the altimeter. This needs to be selected only once after
ALTCONFIG is started, or if another serial port is to be used.

Altimeter
Opens the "Altimeter Initialization" dialog box and enables the continuous transmission of an
initialization sequence to the altimeter for overriding the altimeter's operating mode on power-up. Click
on the "OK" button approximately 5 seconds after altimeter power-up to terminate the transmission.

The overriding sequence has no effect on altimeters already powered-up and running in a standalone
mode (807 or 809).

5.4 Configure Menu

Altimeter
Reads configuration data from the targeted altimeter. If successful, opens up the
"Altimeter Configuration" dialog box for display and modification of configuration data.
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5.5 Help Menu

Contents
Displays a list of help topics.

About
Displays the ALTCONFIG version.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Appendix

MS1000 software

Model MS1000 Power Supply/Interface Box

Contacting Us

Glossary

6.2 MS1000 software

KM's Windows-based sonar application. that provides the ultimate in control and flexibility of the 
altimeters.

Some of the features:

compatible with a number of KM sonar heads and altimeters
supports single or multiple head/altimeter operation.
sonar data recording/playback.
echo sounder imaging.
screen capture and printout
powerful target measurement tools
flexible display configuration
accepts external navigation and sensor information for display and/or data logging. 
serial output of optional sensor data.
for Microsoft Windows.

Contact KM for further details and specifications.

6.3 Model MS1000 Power Supply/Interface Box

KM's integrated power supply / interface unit for use in systems using the MS1000 host software.

+24V power for KM digital telemetry heads and altimeters,

RS485/232 interface conversion between the head/altimeter and PC for multi-drop configurations
(single cable/multiple heads).

Contact KM for further details and specifications.
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6.4 Contacting Us

Kongsberg Mesotech Ltd.
1598 Kebet Way
Port Coquitlam, B.C.
Canada
V3C 5M5

tel: (604) 464-8144
fax: (604) 941-5423
e-mail: km.sales.vancouver@km.kongsberg.com
website: http://www.kongsberg-mesotech.com

Kongsberg Mesotech (KM) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Kongsberg Group of companies
(Norway). MS1000, Model 1007D and 1107 Altimeter, and ALTCONFIG are copyright 2018 Kongsberg 
Mesotech, All rights reserved.

6.5 Glossary

configuration

A collection of parameters that specify the operating behavior and measurement properties of the 
altimeter.

fixed range operation

An operating mode where all parameters (e.g. range, resolution, window, etc.) are fixed during 
operation, therefore cannot be changed on-the-fly via serial commands. This mode is typically used 
with altimeters with the analog output option in applications only require the altimeter to output 
altitude measurements in analog (voltage) form. The 807 operating mode is an example of a fixed-
range operating mode.

Operating Mode

The altimeter can operate in several operating modes (807, 808, 809, MS1000) that are further 
described in the "Altimeter Operator's Manual".

ping
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A single altitude measurement cycle, consisting of the following sequence:
a. transmission of an insonifying acoustic tone burst,
b. receive signal data acquisition interval (duration determined by maximum range),
c. receive data analysis and altitude estimation.

programmable operation

An operating mode with parameters (e.g. range, resolution, window, etc.) programmable on-the-fly via
serial commands from a host computer. This mode is typically used in applications where the altimeter
is connected to a host computer for control and data uplink via a serial interface (RS232 or RS485).
The 809 and MS1000 operating modes are examples of modes with programmable operation.

standalone operation

Autonomous pinging and output of altitude measurements in digital and/or analog form i.e. does not
require host computer control to initiate pinging. The 807 and 809 operating modes are examples of
modes catered for standalone operation.
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